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In agreement with the Christian
mission of The Salvation Army that
consists in communicating the love
of Jesus Christ and providing assistance to the needy, moving from
theory to practice, the Booth Centre
provides to men in distress, aged
18 years old and over, without any
fixed address and at risk of homelessness, services and programs
that meet their physical, psychological and spiritual needs
(homelessness prevention, alcohol
and drug abuse and mental
health issues).

Message from the Executive Director
We continued our accompanying efforts through the
Montreal Lighthouse (“Le Phare”) community activities in Hochelaga-Maisonneuve, in specially fitted-out
premises. The Salvation Army’s presence is almost
continuous (five days per week), and we provided over
3000 meals last year (three regular outings, each
month).
As in previous years, because we believe that our clients should be the focus of our concerns, we strived to
value and encourage each one of them, by ensuring the
respect of their privacy and individuality and making
sure that they receive the care and the attention specific to their needs. With this in mind, we process the
requests very carefully.
Moreover, the numerous testimonies of lives transformed are for us a great source of encouragement.

Established in 1897, the Booth Centre is a community organization that provides housing services
and various programs adapted to the needs of men
in distress and at risk of homelessness.
Activity Highlights in 2015-16
After the social reintegration program (named
“Delta”) ended (following changes initiated by the
Ministère du Travail, de l’Emploi et de la Solidarité
sociale with regard to the grants attribution rules
for covering the accommodation expenses in drug
rehabilitation programs), we increased our focus
on housing programs (short and long-terms).
We managed to maintain our average occupancy
rate of the 207 private rooms available close to 90%
(more than 67,600 bed nights) and provided over
142,000 meals.
An optimal collaboration between our employees,
volunteers and clients favoured the consolidation
of our achievements and the pursuit of our objectives which were redefined to take into account environmental changes.
We also organized events such as our traditional 5
to 7 with an increased participation of partner organizations with which we are maintaining close
ties (about 30 participants and 20 organizations).

Future prospects
We are currently implementing the action plan that
resulted from our 2015-18 Strategic Plan. Proximity management is prioritized in order to give the best
possible response to the needs of adult men who are at
risk of homelessness and face social isolation, as well
as the improvement of internal and external communication and the optimization of budgetary aspects.
We are still striving to comply with best practices, notably regarding the ongoing assessment of our programs and that of human resources through the PEAC
(Peformance Excellence and Coaching) system.
The after-stay follow-up will be intensified to prevent
relapses, notably through our increased presence in
Hochelaga-Maisonneuve.
Thanks
Many thanks to all for your support during the years I
have spent at the Montreal Booth Centre, as facilitator
of an experienced and devoted team which, I am sure,
will pursue with increased enthusiasm our common
goal: to help the most disadvantaged among us.
I encourage everyone to continue interacting
with one another to find a sustainable solution
to homelessness!
Major Bertrand Lessard, Executive Director
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The Rudder-Housing Program
for Persons at Risk of Homelessness

Housing program for people at risk of
homelessness
Housing First approach
Provided services at the Rudder program are
based on the idea that a "safe and secure housing"
is essential for an individual to focus on his needs.
In this context, the Rudder is an established place
to counter the risk of homelessness among men
living social and economic distress. This housing
service also acts as a supervisory tool for people
who want to take control of their life with the aim
of maintaining and improving their social and
personal situation.
2015-16
During the last year, the occupancy rate at the
Rudder has increased by 33.83% (45 rooms were
added to take in more new residents). However,
the residents stay for a short term that does not
exceed six (6) months. Then they are transferred
to a long term program or other programs, as appropriate, in order for us to keep the pace.

Mr. Stéphane receives his certificate
from the "School of Chess".

Making way for new blood
We welcomed five (5) students from CÉGEP Marie-Victorin as interns at the Rudder. We hope to
welcome more, with the permission of the Centre’s administration.

Objectives
2015 has been a year of expansion for this program. A team of professional caseworkers got
down to work to consolidate different projects at
the Rudder.
A second objective was to increase the time devoted to outdoor activities offered to residents and
staff.
Finally, a partnership has developed between various community services (i. e., health, legal counseling, sociocultural services, seminars, sports
services).

Christmas 2015
Jean Baptiste Onélus
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Tayeb’s
Te s t i m o n y
"First, the Booth Centre took me in at one
of the hardest moments I’ve been through
and allowed me to change my life.
The Booth Centre team opened their arms
and welcomed me as a family member.
I am located near all necessary resources
and close to my family.
I would describe the Booth Centre as my
second chance. It made me want to live
safely and respectfully.

Visit from La Boussole team (of the YMCA)

The next step for me is to find a job and
an affordable home.
God bless The Salvation Army and its employees. Thank you."

théoà la
tique,

rie
pral e

Forum on homelessness in Peter McGill district

Motivation through involvement

The Rudder team
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The Anchorage-Housing and Support Program
for Men Struggling with Addictions
Regaining control of their own life
The Anchorage is a program offered to men 18
years of age and older who want to address their
addiction to alcohol or drugs. Our intervention
practices are centered on the values of The Salvation Army: respect, human diversity, compassion, integrity and collaboration.
Our staff apply this philosophy with openness,
effectiveness and rigor. They help and encourage men constantly through the ups and downs
of their journey to a life free of drugs or alcohol.
We work with the client and guide him towards
a gradual recovery of his personal autonomy.
Our program is divided into four phases: downtime, gradual recovery of autonomy, consolidating gains, and preparation for reintegration.
Everyone has the opportunity to reposition
themselves regarding their health and their social and spiritual life.
The Anchorage’s structure allows the resident to
experience psychosocial changes through group
therapy.
The procedure is guided by a community support approach which aims to introduce in the
clients’ interactions a new dynamic equilibrium
that is both mutually satisfactory and favorable
to their development. It promotes empowerment by encouraging the client to find a more
suitable response to his needs.
Our partners
The downtown YMCA offers a multitude of
programs to address the challenges faced by our
clients.
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Career Day at Université de Montréal

Its employment assistance program, La Boussole, offers specialized services for socioprofessional integration.
Also at the YMCA, the Homelessness Assistance
program—Dialogue—helps our residents to participate in sports activities once a week,
in addition to having access to the physical training installations twice a week.
The compensatory work program, another community initiative of the downtown YMCA, offers
our residents the opportunity to register and to
include this approach in their intervention plan.
Through a partnership with the CLSC Métro,
an assessment and accompaniment service is offered on site. Residents can have weekly meetings with a local traveling nurse. Particular attention is paid to screening of STIs and BBIs.
Our partnership with Maison l’Exode ensures
continuation of services by offering clients who
completed the Anchorage program a social reintegration opportunity for three to six months.

The Anchorage

Statistics
From April 2015 to March 2016
80 clients have been admitted to the program:
- the average age of the clients was 50 years old;
- 21% have completed the program successfully;
- 85% were beneficiaries of income security;
- 83% were from the Montreal area.

Our Objectives in 2016-2017
- To meet the objectives defined in the strategic
plan of the Booth Centre
- To continue integrating the community support
approach in our current methods
- To involve volunteers and interns with our team of
caseworkers
- To consolidate and develop partnerships with various resources.

Anton Uvarov

French Delegation
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The Shoreline-Housing Program for Persons
Struggling with Mental Health Problems
Our program aims at ending the alternation
of homelessness and hospitalization, and
helping our clients reintegrate society.
Therefore, some of our residents use our service
temporarily, before finding an apartment or a living environment more suited to their needs.

other organizations addressing the same issue.

And there are others for whom The Shoreline is
their home. As the length of stay at The Shoreline
is not limited, residents can remain there for as
long as they want. The program has 44 rooms, and
the occupancy rate is generally at 95%.

Recently, during a Career Day event at Université de Montréal, we talked to several students
about different programs offered at the Booth
Centre.

In 2015-16, we provided services to 49 people.
Two of them left the program to live independently
in an apartment, and there were two natural
deaths.
The Shoreline offers various services such as: supervision of cleanliness (personal, as well as that of
the room), individual follow-ups; crisis management; assistance for medication management;
budget management; attentive listening; accompanying service through the healthcare or legal system.
Weekly activities are also offered, depending on the
residents’ and the caseworkers’ interests.

Furthermore, we attended the 30th anniversary
event of Racor, and the annual general meeting
during which the 2015-20 action plan was discussed.

As per usual, we took on an intern studying social service techniques who is about to complete
the first year of her curriculum.
Objectives for 2016-17
Our objectives will be more focused on activities
available to residents, to whom we intend to offer arts therapy workshops facilitated by a
trained therapist, kitchen workshops, and music
sessions in which they will try different instruments and/or sing, etc. To help them break out
of their isolation, we will continue to encourage
them to participate more in day centers or activities provided by other organizations.
Naïma Michel

Whenever an opportunity allows it, we organize
picnics in different parks, such as the one on
Mount Royal. For example, we celebrate the residents’ birthdays.
And it is a tradition for us to go sugaring off each
year, among other things.
The Shoreline team consists of three caseworkers, one client attendant and one program coordinator. Together, we took part in several community
events.
As in previous years, we participated in the Salon
de la santé mentale du Sud-Ouest et de Verdun (a
fair event on mental health in Sud-Ouest/Verdun
area) during which networking could be done with
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Mental Health Fair Event

Pa t r i c k ’ s
Te s t i m o n y
"I li k e li vi ng withi n a co mmuni ty, that is why I enjoy so much being at the Booth Centre.

Hap

bi hday
Happy
py Brt
irthday

I have many friends here.
I would like to stay for as long as
I can. The Centre is well located.
I am near everything: downtown,
public transit lines, etc.
The Booth Centre changed my
life, as it is actually a Christian
organization, and I’m a believer.
I also like the chapel that allows
me to meditate and nurture my
faith.
I feel good at the Booth Centre. "

RACOR is 30 years old

hommes , de 18 ans et plus en difficulté, sans do-

The Shoreline team
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Lighthouse ("Le Phare")
Community Services
Spiritual services of the Booth Centre are offered
under the umbrella of Lighthouse (“Le Phare”)
Community Services , both at the Booth Centre
and in Hochelaga-Maisonneuve.
Chaplaincy services provide a warm, comforting presence to all residents and staff of the Booth
Centre. Chaplains meet those desiring counselling
or a listening ear, pray with them, visit them in
the hospital, offer memorial services, devotions,
and organize outings to meet social needs.
Germain Fortin, Chaplain

The increasing emphasis on providing spiritual
care to all who enter the Booth Centre was enhanced with the completion of a certificate in
chaplaincy from the Booth University College by
Daniel Bourque, one of the staff members of the
Community Services.

group of its members are responsible for
providing Sunday night worship services at the
Booth Centre, a weekly prayer meeting and soldiership courses. Most are also involved in the
outreach program in Hochelaga-Maisonneuve.

The music program, under Mélissa Bourque, is
an integral part of Community Services aimed at
increasing the self-esteem of participants by developing their musical ability, providing social
connections through healthy activities, and developing spirituality through high-quality worship
music.

Le centre Le Phare à HochelagaMaisonneuve is a community outreach program providing a day centre for the residents of
the neighbourhood. The year saw an increased
stability of presence with the development of
several meaningful relationships as well as a
steady flow of new faces.

At the Booth Centre, individual singing lessons
gave participants the occasion to practice and present Christian songs in the musical genre of their
choice, and, if willing, to attend or participate in
Le Phare activities related to music.

We have great hope in the future of this ministry as we foresee renting of a new facility that
will allow for both community and spiritual services.
Major Betty Lessard

A gospel choir was begun with participants from
the Booth Centre as well as from HochelagaMaisonneuve. Several presentations were made at
various events.
The music program’s band, Resurgo, had a busy
year: shows at the Booth Centre, in HochelagaMaisonneuve, at events organized by other charitable groups and in the community.
Le Phare de Montréal was recognized officially
as a Salvation Army corps in December. The core
Concert in Hochelaga Mais0nneuve
Resurgo band: Daniel and Mélissa
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Te s t i m o n y
ans domicile
fixeCentre
et à besoins
à two
la prévention
"At
the Booth
, thereliés
are
aspects:
de l’itinérance, la
toxicomanie etand
la santé
mentale,
programming
(caseworkers)
spirituality

afin deSalvation
veiller à leur
bien-être
physique,
émotion(The
Army
Chapel).
Caseworkers
nel et you
spirituel
urge
to push your own limits and moti-

vate you to get through your situation and
find solutions to your problems. The spiritual
aspect is more personal, which means that first
you have to believe. They provide you with opportunities that lead you to faith, offering
church services, helping you understand the
Scriptures, showing you a faith that brings a
new vision of life, in order to face your problems and find solutions.

Majors Betty and Bertrand Lessard

Outside The Salvation Army (TSA), I wish to
get involved in society. I find it interesting to
be able to talk about the unusual journey that
I’ve made with TSA, the residents and the
staff. I thank the employees for their work,
while recognizing that I had a lot of personal
work to do. The purpose of TSA is to provide
residents with tools to help them get through
their situation (as to any person who shares
that same goal and work for it, as I did). It is
important for me to be able to talk about it
and bring hope to other participants in a
therapy program."

Resurgo band: Paolo and Samuel

Supper for the Underprivileged
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Technical Services
A Safe and Healthy Environment
Built in 1958, the three-storey facility of the Montreal
Booth Centre houses various departments. It also
provides more than two hundred rooms intended for
autonomous men wishing to regain dignity and
achieve fulfillment.
The Technical Services department and its devoted
staff provide a home for residents, and a safe and
healthy workplace for the staff.
This team not only performs regular maintenance
tasks, such as painting, floor cleaning or bulb replacement, but also manages and preserves assets of the
facility. They take care of the architectural envelope
and carry out preventative maintenance, ensuring
reliability of systems, maintenance cost control, repairs and restoration of normal functioning of different components (heating, ventilation, refrigeration,
air conditioning, electricity, plumbing).

Our achievements: In 2015, the following repairs
and purchases were made: purchase of cleaning and
pest control products, renovation of rooms; repairs to
the plumbing system in some parts of the building,
tractor repair, fence repair, wall repair (large crack).

Important Challenges in 2016-17
Considering the numerous repair and renovation projects to be done, challenges are significant:

Project 1 Renovation of the bathrooms and showers. We think it is time to build them anew. Our facili-

Hubert Mantinga
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Florin Moruz

ty includes 24 bathrooms and 9 showers. Taking into
account the cost of the required work, we decided to
proceed one bathroom or shower at a time. If the Booth
Centre completes the work with the help of volunteers,
estimated cost is $32,000 for a bathroom and $28,000
for a shower. Specified donations for this project would
always be welcome.

Project 2 Construction of a new terrace. The existing
terrace at the Centre allowed many of our residents to
break out of their isolation, enjoy fresh air and develop
bonds with others. We want to build a new, safer terrace. It would cost $58,000 if a contractor was given
the task of building it entirely. We kindly ask for the
generosity of local hardware stores for the procurement
of materials, which would help us reduce the cost.

Project 3 Roof repairs. Under the terrace, the roof
has been deteriorating a lot over the years. We cannot
build a new terrace without first repairing the roof underneath.

Project 4 Masonry work. Over the years, walls, exterior stairs deteriorate and require masonry work.

Project 5 We want to fit out a large commercial freezer so that we can systematically freeze personal effects
to avoid bedbugs proliferation, in compliance with pest
control procedures.
We need the generous financial and material support of
our community to increase our hosting capacity and
meet ever constant needs for accommodation, while
providing a good place to stay and work. We thank in
advance contributors who can offer us their help for the
maintenance of our building.
Hubert Mantinga

Neil Day

Jesus Fernandez

Augustin Mbouko

Food Services
The purpose of the Food Services is to serve
quality and balanced meals to our residents, in accordance with Canada’s Food Guide.
The team includes a cook and three assistant cooks,
who commit themselves to planning and creating
meals, taking into account the four food groups, to
ensure a delicious and healthy diet for the Booth
Centre clients.
We also make every effort to provide a friendly and
respectful service, while meeting the needs of our clients, listening to them and being ready to serve them.

Partnerships
In order to provide food services in a healthy and safe
environment, volunteers (residents and others) and
participants in a compensatory work program
(through a partnership with Correctional Service and
the YMCA organization), complete our kitchen team.

The Booth Centre is grateful for your generous contribution to the well-being of our residents. We
thank in advance other organizations who would
like to offer food donations to help us feed some
two hundred residents who call our facility home.

In addition, partners such as Moisson Montréal,
Fairmont The Queen Elizabeth, Alt Hotels, Patrice
Pâtissier and La Tablée des Chefs, thanks to their
generous donations, helped us balance our budget
and provide variety in our meals.

Future Projects
We have several future projects, notably organizing
special meals for celebrations or special events to
enliven our residents’ stay in the coming year.
We plan to acquire a new dishwasher, as well as
new cooking devices.
To purchase the new dishwasher and other equipment for the kitchen and continue carrying out the
mission of The Salvation Army (Soup, Soap and
Salvation), we will rely, among other things, on
the generosity of our community.

Bernard Seers

Bernard Seers

Roland Loko

Barbara de Szalay
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Employee Relations
and Volunteering

Employee Recognition
The Salvation Army celebrated the contribution of
Michel Thibault who completed 15 years of service. At
the same occasion, we wished him the best since he will
take a well-deserved retirement this year.
We also recognized 15 years of service completed by
Gille Grenier and Dany Huneault, and 10 years of service completed by Naïma Michel, Aminata Diop and
Anton Uvarov.

Volunteers from Pfizer
Without the generous contribution of motivated volunteers, the very existence of The Salvation Army is hard
to imagine.
We welcomed many volunteers, as well as several organizations that collectively supported our efforts to
help people at risk of homelessness take heart and regain control over their life.
Thanks to all for your generosity.

Bertrand Blais

Volunteer Fair at McGill
With our experienced staff, we envisage confidently the
future of the Booth Centre.
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Volunteers from Bristol-Myers

Finances and
Information Technologies (IT)
The
financial
statements
as
of
st
March 31 , 2016, show expenses of about 3.7 million dollars, covered by revenues at 94%.
The completed financial year was characterized by an
increased rigour in the authorization of expenses, and
by sustained efforts that helped maintain the average
occupancy rate at about 90%.
The Salvation Army Red Shield campaign contribution to the Booth Centre
budget was raised, from
38% to 47%.
This year, the Shoreline
program activities were
funded by the CIUSSS du
C e nt r e - Es t -d e - l’Î l e -d e Montréal (formerly the
Agence de la Santé et des
Services Sociaux de Montréal), which represents 8%
Ducer Kamgang
of our total revenues
(almost the same proportion as in the previous year
results).
Generous contributors (individuals and foundations)
kept on supporting our activities with cash and inkind donations, which account for 1% of the funding.
We maintained our high standards at the Centre and
are proudly applying policies and procedures established by The Salvation Army.
In September 2015, our Territorial Headquarters
conducted an audit. The follow-up final report was
recently adopted. All recommendations will be implemented.
Moreover, our accounts are audited annually by an
internationally renowned accounting firm.

We renew our thanks to
the Finance team for their
open cooperation, their
integrity and their efforts
to adapt to the new
AGRESSO accounting system, which automates the
processing of transactions
and the financial reporting. We also thank the IT
Jeannine Molai
department, as they help us
and Richard Smaz
make the best out of information technologies, as usual.
As for perspectives, the 2016-17 budget is balanced
in terms of revenues and expenses, at 3.3 million dollars, of which 1.4 million is covered by The Salvation
Army through the Red Shield fund (this contribution is
maintained at a very high level,
nearly half the budget).
Needed
renovations
(replacement of windows and
renovation of bathrooms, for example) at the facility built in
1958 and the replacement of various equipment (commercial
dishwasher, cold storage rooms,
Maksym Pylypchuck etc.) require a top-up financing.
Our Main Challenges:
Continuing to adapt to the new AGRESSO accounting
system and using it optimally; funding the required renovations; pursuing the creation of a fund reserve.
To succeed, we will maintain a strict management of our
finances.
We will also rely on all partners and donors who share
with us the mission to serve the community, and to
whom we express again our warm gratitude.
Ducer Kamgang
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Public Relations

Forum on homelessness in
Peter McGill district

We were pleased to
take part in various
events
organized
by our partners.
 Annual
General
Meetings attended:
Réseau d’aide aux
personnes seules et
i t i né ra nt es
de
M o n t r é a l
(RAPSIM), RACOR
(mental
health),
Réseau
Solidarité
Itinérance du Qué-

its partners for the
6th annual 5 to 7.
Some
comments
from our guests: "It
was a pleasure to be
with you all, to get
to know you better
and discuss with
other participants."
"It was a real joy,
Mr. Villemure, speaker
and I was particularly pleased with the opportunity to visit your living and work environment. I will gladly come again
to this pleasant and enriching meeting."

bec (RSIQ).
 Volunteer Fair at McGill and 4th Mental Health Fair;

Objectives for 2016-2017

 Forum on homelessness, organized by Table d’inter-

 To take part in various events that gather other

action du quartier Peter-McGill;
 Forum on homelessness in Sud-Ouest/Verdun area;
 Forum on homelessness and poverty-RAPSIM;
 Conference on the 2010-2015 Mental Health Action
Plan, and RACOR 30th anniversary event;
 Psychosocial and Community Career Day at Université de Montréal.
We visited different organizations waging the same
fight as ours, against homelessness:
Maison St-Michaels, l’Atelier, Maison Labre.

organizations related to our programs and clients,
to promote our services and raise awareness about
community needs.
 To participate in annual general meetings held by
associations of which our Centre is a member.
 To plan various events at the Booth Centre, to
which other organizations will be invited.
 To help the Employee Relations department find
volunteers outside the Centre, and intern students
from CEGEPs and universities.
 To recognize our employees’ contribution.

Networking
On October 27th, 2015, the Booth Centre team greeted

Carmen Blais

5 à 7 du Centre Booth
5 to 7, at the Booth Centre
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Career Day at Université de Montréal

From the bottom of our hearts, we
express our thanks to all our
partners and friends
Partners

Associations

We work in collaboration with various types of organization :

EMRII

Corporate Friends







Moisson Montréal
Fairmont The Queen Elizabeth, Montréal
ALIMPLUS distribution alimentaire
Viandes Lauzon
Can-Am fruits et legumes
PHARMAPRIX






UNIPRIX
HOME DEPOT
TELUS
PFIZER

Foundation : ECHO
3
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Satisfaction Assessment Report
In 2015, a total of 21 written complaints were reviewed. It should be noted that some dissatisfaction
issues were resolved without the need of a written
complaint.

was also an hygiene problem, and theft of soda
drinks. In most cases, problems have been solved to
the residents’ satisfaction.

This report provides information on the management of complaints related to resident’s rights, code
of ethics, individual protection and services to residents.

The Rudder: 11 complaints
Resident’s rights (3)
Available services (2)
Code of ethics (4)
Individual protection (2)

All residents have been able to obtain a form to put
in writing and submit a complaint.
The claims were received by a complaint officer, and
all of them were processed with respect and confidentiality.
Following the analysis of each case, action was taken
to remedy the situation, if need be.

Statistics by department:
The Anchorage: 10 complaints
The Rudder: 11 complaints
The Shoreline: 0 complaint
Four categories of dissatisfaction:
Resident’s rights
Available services
Code of ethics
Individual protection
The Anchorage: 10 complaints
Resident’s rights (4)
Available services (1)
Code of ethics (2)
Individual protection (3)
A resident had difficulty accepting the personality
and the authority of his caseworker: this problem
was eventually solved. In the individual protection
category, there were threats and intimidation. Such
behaviours are not tolerated and can lead to an expulsion from the facility if they are proven. There
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After an analysis of dissatisfaction issues, it was determined that some rules were not followed. A number of residents were disrespectful, and harassed or
threatened other residents or staff members. But
there are always problematic relationships and bad
behaviours each year.
Despite cases of failure to comply with the rules, as
well as conflictual situations, the fact remains that, as
a whole, residents appreciate living at the Booth Centre for several reasons, notably living in safe and
friendly environment and receiving required services.
Globally, the ambiance and the rate of satisfaction
can be described as very good.
The Shoreline
No dissatisfaction has been reported within The
Shoreline program.
Summary of the analysis of dissatisfactions
Dissatisfaction issues have been analysed in order to
find satisfactory solutions. By comparison to the previous year, the number of complaints slightly increased (21 versus 17), with the exception of The
Shoreline program, where the number of complaints
decreased (0 versus 3 ). It should be noted that the
rate of satisfaction concerning meals has improved,
as was the case last year. By and large, the rate of satisfaction remains high, and all programs tend to improve the quality of their services.

Germain Fortin, Ombudsman

The Booth Centre in Figures

Average number of residents

185

Average occupancy rate

89.58 %

Number of bed-nights

67,682

Number of employees

65

Number of hours worked

85,650

Number of volunteering hours

1,636

Number of internship hours

1,680

Number of participatory hours (resident’s motivation through involvement)

15,717

Number of meals served

142,260

Total budget

3.5 million
dollars

- Human Resources

67 %

- Food

6%

- Administrative costs (property charges non included)

16 %

- Property charges

11 %
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Internship and Volunteering
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The Rudder—Homelessness Issues
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The Rudder—Homelessness Isues
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The Rudder—Homelessness Issues
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The Shoreline
Mental Health Program
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The Shoreline
Mental Health Program
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Contact Us
Major Bertrand Lessard
Executive Director
Telephone: 514-932-2214, ext. 221
Email: bertrand_lessard@armeedusalut.ca

Major Betty Lessard
Corps Officer
Telephone: 514-932-2214, ext. 303
Email: betty_lessard@armeedusalut.ca
Ducer Kamgang
Assistant Director and Director of Finances
Telephone: 514-932-2214, ext. 238
Email: ducer_kamgang@armeedusalut.ca

Bertrand Blais
Director of Employee Relations and Administrative Resources
Telephone: 514-932-2214, ext. 241
Email: bertrand_blais@armeedusalut.ca

Terrance Sawatsky
Director of Housing Programs
Telephone: 514-932-2214, ext. 225
Email: terrance_sawatsky@armeedusalut.ca
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Contact Us
Naïma Michel
Assistant Director of the Mental Health program
Telephone: 514-932-2214, ext. 226
Email: naima_michel@armeedusalut.ca
Anton Uvarov
Assistant Director of the Addiction program
Telephone: 514-932-2214, ext. 223
Email: anton_uvarov@armeedusalut.ca
Jean Baptiste Onélus
Assistant Director of Short-Term and Long-Term Housing Programs
Telephone: 514-932-2214, ext. 272
Email: jean-baptiste_onelus@armeedusalut.ca
Carmen Blais
Assistant—Public Relations and Social Aspect of Staff
Telephone: 514-932-2214, ext. 244
Email: carmen_blais@armeedusalut.ca
Germain Fortin
Chaplain
Telephone: 514-932-2214, ext. 279
Email: germain_fortin@armeedusalut.ca
Hubert Mantinga
Property Manager
Telephone: 514-932-2214, ext. 250
Email: hubert_mantinga@armeedusalut.ca
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Address: 880, Guy Street
Montreal, QC H8S 1E7
Telephone: 514-932-2214
Email: centreboothmtl@bellnet.ca
Website: www.centreboothmtl.ca

